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In this contract the Commonwealth of Learning engaged SchoolNet South Africa to work closely with the 
lecturers at the University of Kenyatta to develop online B.Ed Arts and Science (B.Ed) Modules.   The 
contract deliverables were very comprehensive, including the following:  
 

1. Development of training materials for the integration of information and communications 
technologies (ICT) workshop to be held from October 26 to 30, 2015;  

2. The design and administering of a baseline survey tool; 
3. The design and administering of post-workshop evaluation instruments; 
4. Facilitation of a workshop for 21 academic staff of KU on integration of ICT;  
5. Development of training materials for the materials development workshop to be held from 

November 2 to 6, 2015; 
6. Facilitation of a materials development workshop for 20 staff for the development of 7 interactive 

online modules for the B.Ed.;  
7. Analysis of the data on the baseline survey and post workshop evaluation; 
8. Submission of a report on the conduct of the two workshops;  
9. Provision of post-workshop virtual guidance and support to course developers;  
10. Submission of finalised electronic copies of the modules; and a final report.  

 
 
The first report on C16 – 056 contained links to the course materials for ICT integration which are available 
here https://goo.gl/mwLWgr.   Three lecturers from each of the seven faculties plus three more senior 

university staff attended the face to face course.  The baseline survey results are visible from this 
shareable link:  https://docs.google.com/a/schoolnet.org.za/spreadsheets/d/19J3qJV-
TnQNadLvQ4_oEyR05Rg5438Vz3CPTFwbFgzI/edit?usp=sharing  

Students were requested to complete the post-workshop survey questions. Their responses can be viewed 

here post-survey responses.  A further post survey was conducted by the School of Education, and the results 

correlate the COL surveys. The results can be viewed here School of Education Survey Responses 

https://goo.gl/mwLWgr
https://docs.google.com/a/schoolnet.org.za/spreadsheets/d/19J3qJV-TnQNadLvQ4_oEyR05Rg5438Vz3CPTFwbFgzI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/schoolnet.org.za/spreadsheets/d/19J3qJV-TnQNadLvQ4_oEyR05Rg5438Vz3CPTFwbFgzI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/schoolnet.org.za/spreadsheets/d/19J3qJV-TnQNadLvQ4_oEyR05Rg5438Vz3CPTFwbFgzI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/schoolnet.org.za/spreadsheets/d/1N95IrecgW9bdvqb5JkywqknJmWS2ZOXULcDKrQRBoX0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1YHydqfPYZDaIjAAmnisofkXDtmRaqdvjh3Yn7Cvy0Iw/edit?usp=sharing


 
In the majority of tools, we saw a marked increase in levels of expertise and frequency of use. An average of 15.6% improvement was noted in 

participants’ increase in expertise and frequency of use.  Data on the participants ICT skills and frequency of use also showed an increase in the use 

of ICT tools such as Spreadsheets, databases, presentation software, cloud services, online website development, social media, bookmarking, 

curating tools, and wiki building.    

The impact of the course had been observed from the first day, where participants had been in awe of the amount of resources at their disposal for 

teaching and learning. The Dean’s commented that staff had never been more engaged. Participants willingly ignored tea and lunch times in lieu of 

completing tasks and indeed showed that the new learning had taken precedence.   The trainer concluded that the ‘training went exceedingly well 

where participants went from anxious to enthusiastic in no time at all. It is important to ensure that this momentum is not lost, and opportunities 

are provided for lecturers to peer review each other’s work as well as visit other Universities to learn more about ICT integration in practice.” 
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The course materials for the second workshop on developing online course materials are available via the 

link:    https://goo.gl/N9sVOe  

The report on this course was submitted to COL on 25 November 2015.  Delegates to the face to face course 

comprised two representatives from each of the seven faculties, eight female and six male lecturers, as well 

as four senior university staff members participating when time allowed.   

The training went smoothly with participants progressing from what they knew to where they needed to be 

within the week’s workshop. The lecturers required space to practise the skills they had learnt as well as 

share with other colleagues as this will assist in mastering and practicing the skills they gained over the two 

weeks 

The impact of the course was observed as from the first day, as participants immediately noticed the change 

in the coursework from ICT tools to how ICTs could be used to enhance learning through e-learning 

materials.   Participants were surveyed on their evaluation of the course, and the results may be viewed 

here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1eK-

UrOQvC6YDgkTR_q6TjF_wk5BkRLNgriHsacZK1uI/edit#gid=1744695760  

The final aspects of SchoolNet’s contract with the Commonwealth of Learning have not yet been reported 
on, and they were to:  
 

 provide post-workshop virtual guidance and support to course developers of the seven modules 

 submit finalised electronic copies of the modules; and 

 Submit a final report on the entire materials development process highlighting challenges and lessons 

learnt.  

Description of the Virtual Guidance and Support 
Following the course facilitation in Nairobi, the trainer discussed with the online course group the plan of 

action for submission of work between November and the end of January. This was done in consultation 

with the Dean, Dr. Fatuma Chege. It was agreed that lecturers would submit their group efforts for the course 

evaluation tools and thereafter, every Friday until the end of January would be a deadline for topics that 

formed part of each course. 

Virtual Guidance 
Faculty members who attended the workshop on writing online modules were supposed to adapt their 

existing conventional courseware into an online mode and submit their drafts for feedback from November 

2015 until the end of January 2016. The facilitator agreed with participants that they would first need to 

complete the activity on evaluation tools so that they were better able to understand the key elements 

needed in an online module. 

The process started with the submission of course evaluation tools.  Tools were submitted by three groups: 

 Dr. Beatrice Isanda, Dr. Catherine Murungi, Dr.Hellen Guantai, Mr. Antony Ireri, Mrs. Doris Njoka 

(Team Leader) 

o The submission was a template with guidelines. It did make good reference to student 

interactivity and social learning. 

https://goo.gl/N9sVOe
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1eK-UrOQvC6YDgkTR_q6TjF_wk5BkRLNgriHsacZK1uI/edit#gid=1744695760
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1eK-UrOQvC6YDgkTR_q6TjF_wk5BkRLNgriHsacZK1uI/edit#gid=1744695760
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 Dr Peter Wamae, Dr Hellen Amunga, Dr Rhoda Gitonga, Dr Ephantus Kaugi, Dr Caroline Mutwiri 
o The submission was a template with limited reference to instructional design and student-

centred, knowledge building activity 

 An unnamed group submitted by a certain Mwaniki. 
o This submission was the most useful, a rubric originating from the Quality Online Course 

Initiative Rubric (QOCIR) by Illinois Online Network, which is licensed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License. It included 
elements that would be unnecessary for a course content evaluation but was not edited. 

 
Following feedback on these submissions, there was a request for a recommendation on which tool to use 
and the edited QOCIR rubric was recommended for use. It is a rubric which is very strong in instructional 
design principles, knowledge-building student-centredness and social learning which included sections on 
assessment and course evaluation. 
 
The next step in the process was to submit online courses/ modules for review. The following efforts were 

received. 

ECE 204: INTRODUCTION TO ART AND CRAFT ACTIVITIES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN – Lecture 1 

 The writer used the third person singular and terminology referring to lectures which gave the 
impression of these being course notes. Multimedia resources were linked, but there were no 
guidelines on how they should be used and no attempt to add pedagogical content to the digital 
information object. The “lecture” ended with an activity that contained text-book type tasks. There 
was no integration of pedagogy or a social learning approach in these questions. One of the tasks, 
“Prepare a sample art and craft curriculum appropriate for use by children of three years old“ was 
very broad and would require a great deal of learner support. 

 The second submission included much more reference to sharing views using Google Drive 
documents. This tool was not the most appropriate for forum discussions, and it appeared that 
although the course writers had been given exposure and access to the Kenyatta University learning 
management system on Moodle, they did not incorporate its use into their revised modules. 
Another activity asked for a submission of notes to a wiki, but there was no reference to what the 
nature of the collaboration in this task would be or what content and/or stimulus would stimulate 
the thinking for the task. Video content tended to replicate the text of the course, and the feedback 
was: “What does this video offer that the text does not offer? How do you want the students to 
approach this video? Give them guidelines on what to look for? How do you want the students to 
respond to the video after watching it?” It was good that an attempt had been made to integrate 
more suitable learner interactions instead of the concluding tasks of the previous version. 

 The third submission contained limited modifications but improved activities. What still lacked was 
a clear layout of the steps of the activity, and so I edited one as an example. 
I commented on the objectives of the lesson because they still included key action words such as 
“describe”, “define” and “discuss” rather than an indication of the learning that the discussions 
would unlock or an application of what was being described or defined. This issue was common to 
all submissions by all teams – a lack of higher order thinking in the course objectives. 

 
EMP 401: EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 

 In the first submission, feedback was provided about the course objectives and the expression, 
of course, requirements. The course had a well-described purpose. Videos were inserted but 
with just one hyperlinked word, “Comment”, following it. I suggested that the writer give the 
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students an introduction and task for the video before the video. The writer was making a clear 
attempt at presenting materials in an interesting way. My advice was to “place all the content 
for stimulus upfront for each section and then to conclude each section with an activity that 
pulls it together. Suggestions such as “You have asked some good questions – what do they do 
with them? Do they discuss this online with their peers?” were provided as these would make a 
much better opening activity for the group to get to know each other.  In the interests of course 
time (depending on availability) it was further suggested that one stimulus be provided for 
discussion in each section. A group of students would create a lot of content through their own 
ideas and opinions about these concepts – it can be an interesting discussion because you have 
chosen stimulating inputs.” After the excellent attempt at the first lesson, the rest of the 
document seemed to be a ‘cut and paste’ of the original lesson notes with links to video clips 
inserted and the occasional link to the word “Activity” which I was not able to access. 

 The second submission showed a great, but still insufficient, amount of detail in the activities. 
This prompted further support by means of a separate one-page guideline on how to clearly 
structure an online course activity. 

 
EPS 100: INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY 

 The first submission was written in the first person singular, and it was suggested that it be in the 

first person plural, writing from the course facilitators to the student. The course assessment 

requirements were confusing. Comments were provided about challenging students more with the 

course objectives and the reference to “lecture”.  The course notes had video links but still 

resembled the original course notes without pedagogical content. This prompted me to provide 

feedback as follows: “In online learning, we always try to make the content student-centred and 

lead students to the knowledge rather than dish it up on a plate. In this case, students could build 

knowledge, i.e. be led to their own conclusions about the definition of psychology by engaging with 

this input and then having an online discussion with their peers in which they share their 

understanding and suggest their own wording for a “definition” of the nature of psychology. They 

could share they personal understanding and experience of psychology. This would also serve to 

build the presence of the online group and introduce students to each other.” Some good attempts 

were made to introduce discussion and reflection via Google documents, but such documents are 

not the most appropriate tool for either. I made the usual comment about the need to structure 

activities more clearly. The latter part of the document read mostly like a lecture, and I indicated 

this. 

 Lecture VI was submitted a month later, but none of the principles leading from the comments of 

my previous feedback had been incorporated. Once again a good attempt had been made to include 

links to video and links to Google discussions, but there was too little interaction and too little 

structure in the activities that were included. 

ESN 100 NAME DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL NEEDS EDUCATION 

 This was submitted once and only at the end of December. The comment about terminology and 
course objectives applied in this module. There was one video link but after that, there was nothing 
to suggest that this was not just a paste of lecture notes. I commented: “I notice that you have not 
really introduced any of the principles that were introduced to you during the CoL course on 
designing online courses. There is a lot of static digital text here and the activity was old style 
distance learning. What I would like to encourage you to think about is how you can lead the 
students to build their own understanding and knowledge about this course topic through reflection, 
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sharing, discussing, collaborating, analyzing – anything that will engage the students to build 
knowledge.  This does mean that you have to place the student and not the content at the centre of 
the learning. This content is there to stimulate, provoke thought, provide basics, but the activities 
are where the pedagogy is added to the content so that you have pedagogical content being 
enhanced by the use of digital tools and resources that facilitate the interaction between you and 
the students and between the students. 

 

ISC 404: DIGITAL LIBRARIES 

 There were two submissions from this group. The first was Chapter 7 and 8. There were activities 

but poorly structured, with no clear pedagogical purpose and using inappropriate online tools. Most 

of the document was bland text (information), and no pedagogical content was integrated to make 

meaning of that information. 

 The second submission was a more complete course on Digital Libraries. There were some videos 

inserted but with varying degrees of relevance. Much of the document was very disappointing, and 

I made one long comment as follows: “This comment refers to the activity before this and the text 

after this. It also refers to all your future online course development. My first comment is that there 

is too much text and too little/no real interaction with the content and between students. I 

encourage a greater paradigm shift if you are going to move to online courseware. I assume that it 

is your intention also to use a more social learning model, in which case you will be looking for 

opportunities for the students to interact. Otherwise, you have a self-paced e-learning course and 

not an online course in a learning community. The amount of text here also makes this look a bit like 

a digital textbook so you will will want to look for alternatives to the text as much as possible. One 

thing to consider is that students can collaboratively come up with the content of the text through 

their interactions and ideas IF you give them the right stimulus and task to discuss and product to 

produce.   The activity above does not give any direction about how the opinions will be shared or 

presented. Please refer to the one pager guideline on activities that was sent last week. It was 

further suggested that the activity comes after the stimulus and that the stimulus includes the 

videos. Have the students develop their own definitions rather than including a lot of text about 

definitions here. In the big scheme of things definitions are not important – rather get them to 

interact with the concept and develop their own understanding – that is what knowledge-building 

and student-centred approaches are about. It is suggested that you have an online forum and 

reconstruct the activity so that you achieve the outcomes of the topic. Include a second activity if 

necessary.” 

UCU 100: COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

 This was actually one of the first submissions, but only Topic One was included. Comments were 
provided about very little content and inaccessible links to “Read more”.  There were two activities, 
but they were just note-taking type activities, and lecturers were encouraged to include more of the 
student contexts to make the content more relevant through the activity. The second activity was 
more of a distance learning assignment and lacked clear directions. 

 
EFN 402: EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
 No submissions were received for review 
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Ongoing Support  
 
In between review cycles and submission of work, the lecturers were encouraged via email and through our 
WhatsApp group to maintain contact. This served as a reminder for lecturers to stay positive and complete 
their modules. Dr. Fatuma Chege and Dr. Njihia Mukirae were also motivating the group from Kenyatta by 
hosting weekly progress meetings and discussions around difficulties. All of the submitted modules were 
reviewed and feedback provided with Dr. Fatuma Chege and Dr. Njihia Mukirae being copied. This strategy 
ensured that all stakeholders were informed of all communications and feedback. 
 

Analysis of the Lecturers responses to the virtual and online support process 
A survey was conducted to better understand the process of writing online modules and provision of virtual 

support. Of the seventeen participants who completed the Writing Online Materials Course, two lecturers 

were not in the Faculty of Education, one lecturer was suspended during the writing process, and 11 

lecturers completed the survey. 

The respondents were distributed as follows: 

 

The following graph depicts respondents’ experience of the second (writing online materials) course: 

 

On the questions about their understanding of the topics covered during the course, all respondents rated 
their understanding as either good or excellent. The only topics, where one respondent deviated in their 
response and cited understanding as NOT Good, pertained to these topics: Analysing Student Skills and 
Access, Analysing Course Delivery Platforms and Student Assessment Strategy 
 
Respondents further depicted that the skills learnt during the course were sufficient for them to complete 
the writing of their online modules. 
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Respondents’ were asked to explain further their responses to the statement above: 
 

“Was able to effectively use the learnt skill to write an interactive online module” 

“While I may not have written a perfect model, I felt with practice I am potentially capable of excelling” 

“I agree and not strongly agree because even though I tried, I know that a lot more and better work can be 

done within longer time spans. The aim, it seemed to me was just to finish the modules within 'cast-on-stone' 

timeframes due to contractual obligations. My opinion is that with more time, these modules will become 

world- class.” 

“WHAT WAS COVERED DURING THE TRAINING WAS NOT EXACTLY WHAT WE ARE EXPECTED TO DO IN 

MODULE WRITING. MORE PRACTICAL TRAINING ON CHUNKING COULD HAVE BEEN INCLUDED. IT IS NOT 

CLEAR WHAT THE FACILITATOR EXPECTS ON CHUNKING” 

“Was able to make the module more interactive. Used different course delivery platforms blending different 

media in the module. Effectively analyzed course features and identified various ICT tools and resources for 

the different topics in the module.” 

“Learnt how to make module interactive” 

“Workshop covered -content development -Learners evaluation/testing -Module structure -Practical 

examples on interactive learning (social media applications among others)” 

“Depending on the feedback from the reviewer, there were areas I did not address adequately when writing 

the online module.” 

“I have used many of the new skills that I learnt to change my module from a print version to an on-line 

interactive module. The module has greatly improved and it is now more learner centred.” 

 
According to the respondents,’ the facilitator was supportive during the process, and this is indicated by the 
following graph: 
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The question on the reviewer and the reviewing process elicited the following responses: 

 
“She and her colleagues, mentioned areas with weaknesses to me.” 
“The feedback was focused and this provided direction in re-writing the section reviewed.” “The 
module writers would post every chapter written and the reviewer would give detailed and critical 
comments which when addressed improved the quality of module” “Reviewer was very supportive 
in providing guidance and was very quick in response to any queries raised on module development. 
Follow-up was extremely good” 
“I believe the reviewer was not supportive enough since he/she would read only part of the 
document then make generalisations too discouraging to make one move on. The reviewer should 
have gone through the whole document making necessary comments/suggestions /positive 
criticism noting that module writers are also professionally qualified and experienced teachers who 
have adequate knowledge on pedagogy”  
“Some of the chapters we sent came back with comments and suggestions that helped me in 
revision and in the next chapters. She was also very considerate whenever, my team because of 
other pressing university duties, could not send the chapters in good time. She would allow that we 
send more in the following weeks. In terms of motivation, I think she did well.” 
“She gave instant feedback and even introduced the idea of blooms taxonomy” 
“The reviewer gave valuable comments. Though at times the comments appeared harsh and 
demotivating but after reflecting on them one always came to the realization that they really added 
value to the module” 
“Omashani was always available for consultation through different platforms esp. email and 
WhatsApp. She kept on nudging us on and encouraging me in ways that really built my self-efficacy 
at incorporating ICT resources in the module. She aptly clarified those aspects that seemed unclear 
and made it look quite simple for me. Her constant reminder of our collective expectations and 
deadlines enabled us to remain focused on module writing amidst our other duties.” 
“REVIEWERS PROVIDED REQUIRED ASSISTANCE BUT THE TONE OF COMMENTS WAS TOUGH AND 
COULD EASILY DISCOURAGE” 
 
We further asked the following two questions and below are the respondent’s views: 

 Describe to what extent or not, the Faculty of Education was supportive in providing 

assistance, direction and motivation whilst writing the modules? 

“SCHOOL WAS SUPPORTIVE BUT MORE MOTIVATION WOULD HAVE BEEN APPRECIATED ...IT WAS 
NOT POSSIBLE TO VIEW YOUTUBE CONTENT WITHIN THE CAMPUS AS IT IS BLOCKED THE WHOLE 
DAY AND IT IS NOT VERY PRACTICAL TO SIT IN A CYBER FOR HOURS FOR ALL THE TOPIC CONTENT.” 
“The dean gave us a lot of moral support and constant reminder to move on to make us achieve our 
goals. However the normal university work make it challenging for us to meant set deadlines.” 
“Faculty facilitated the workshop and allowed participants time of to attend the workshop.” “The 
faculty has also been following module development closely” 
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“The dean, Prof Fatuma and Dr. Njihia the coordinator played a positive facilitation role.” “They 
kept constantly enquiring about the progress we were making and they organized regular meetings 
to take stock of progress made. I would say they put some pressure on us but in a gentle manner. 
They were also hospitable as tea and snacks were served during the meetings.” 
“The Dean, school of Education has been very supportive in the undertaking. She has steered the 
module writing team well and offered clear guidelines, specific timelines, and constant 
communication through the phone, email, and WhatsApp. The members of the group have also 
been engaging on the school's WhatsApp and offering each other peer support and motivation.” 
“There was great encouragement through meetings and texts, which urged us to soldier on even 
when it was very difficult to proceed due to overwhelming job demands in the semester.” 
“This was done well and we had two meetings where we brainstormed about issues arising such as 
unreliable internet and team was provided with some little cash for internet bundles. However, the 
issue of time vis a vis other university engagements was always the greatest problem.” 
“We were given Internet bundles worth 2000 Kenya shillings.” 
“The dean kept in touch with each group and regular meetings were held to assess progress and 
share experiences” 
“Very supportive, professor Fatuma would always do frequent follow up. She would call team 
building meetings especially when faculty members were overwhelmed while writing modules” 

 What external factors, if any, do you feel hampered your ability to apply what you learnt 

when writing your online module? 

“TIME. KU is usually busiest between September and December and this was the time that the 
module writing activities were ongoing. There was no time to even consult each other on areas that 
perhaps others were very good at. So in my assessment, the modules were done in a hurry just to 
beat deadlines. Lack of a model module developed alongside the expected guidelines to act as a 
constant reference.” 
“The semester the writing commenced was one of the heaviest due to a large group of students 
(over seven thousand), which made it hard to find sufficient time to write. Internet connectivity was 
also a challenge due to its intermittent flow.” 
“The pressure of work was just too much. Training came in November when semester was ending 
and a new teaching session was starting in December.” 
“INVOLVEMENT IN UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES I.E EXAMS, MARKS ENTRY, DEFENCES” 
“Demand from other University duties” 
“None” 
“Very tight schedules. Exhaustion from our regular work.” 
“There was a lot of other university work. The training and the module writing came at a busy period 
of the academic calendar where we were marking examinations and teaching new students. I would 
have done better if it came at a time when the university work is a bit lean, e.g. May to July” 
“Internet cost, not knowing what to do next after you have applied what was learnt.” 
“Had challenges of stable internet connectivity” 
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Conclusion and recommendations 
 
Kenyatta University staff have greatly benefited from the interventions of both facilitated courses as well as 
the virtual guidance provided after the courses. Despite this, lecturers still found it difficult to successfully 
complete the task of revising/ re-writing the seven selected online modules. These difficulties can be 
attributed to a number of expressed factors: 

 

Time: “KU is usually busiest between September and December, and this was the time that the module 
writing activities were ongoing. There was no time to even consult each other on areas that perhaps others 
were very good at. So in my assessment, the modules were done in a hurry just to beat deadlines.” The 
timing of the virtual support and request for revised modules should rather have been planned for the May 
to June period of the year as this is deemed more “light” in terms of workload. 

 

Flexible Work Schedules: “module writing is an involving assignment and those writing should be relieved 

of part of their daily duties while doing module writing” Applying new skills is not an easy task especially 

when workloads do not allow for practice and mastery of the content learnt during the courses. Writing is 

not a quick process and requires many drafts and edits. 

Selection of Course participants: “Most of the team members picked for the training and the consequent 
module writing are also among the busiest in terms of departmental responsibilities. They therefore had to 
spend very many sleepless nights due to constrained timeframes” Perhaps a more distributed selection 
process needs to be used when choosing participants, so that the heads of departments are not solely 
responsible for rewriting modules as they have other University functions that cannot be handed over to 
anyone else. 

 

Reliable Connectivity: Despite the stipend for connectivity, lecturers felt that this was not enough and in 
particular sites such as YouTube, for example, are blocked at the University and hence work hours could not 
be used to re-work modules for the inclusion of relevant multi-media. 

 

The submissions of work on the surface look disappointing when taking into account the content of the 
workshop on writing online courseware. However when we understand the context and appreciate the 
lecturers’ university commitments, we can understand more fully that given more time and dedicated space 
to brainstorm and re-write modules this exercise would have yielded even great gains and better modules. 

Recommendations 
 

This would be an appropriate time to follow up with a contact session at Kenyatta University in which the 
participants can be led to take that critical step of learning how to write pedagogical content. Many have 
found stimuli and thought of activities, but they all seem to lack the ability to turn these into learning 
opportunities for their students. Despite this, the team at Kenyatta University have demonstrated many 
gains as a result of the Commonwealth of Learning initiatives and they are hugely grateful for the experience.  
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At this stage, the exercise is a short step from becoming something significant. The survey results from 
participants about their experiences of writing online modules can be accessed via the link 
https://goo.gl/Ib1cP9. The final modules were collected by the School of Education and were therefore 
made available on the Kenyatta University site behind a login.   These are the details for access: University 
Website:  http://dsvol.ku.ac.ke/learning  +254 Kenya can remain as it appears. The password and user name 
for the Commonwealth of Learning is 0987654321  Here are screen captures of the front pages of each 
course:  
 

  

  

  
 
 

https://goo.gl/Ib1cP9
http://dsvol.ku.ac.ke/learning
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We look forward to providing more support to the Kenyatta University staff to expand the skills they learnt 
and to continue the journey to becoming more adept at online learning.  Thank you to the Commonwealth 
of Learning for providing this gratifying facilitation experience. The SchoolNet staff involved felt that the 
lecturers at Kenyatta University are ready and willing to be change agents at the School of Education. 

 

Omashani Naidoo 

www.schoolnet.org.za 

 

February 2016 
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